Urban Research Center supported by Chancellor

The creation of an Urban Research Center as part of the University was supported Saturday by Dr. John R. Everett, Municipal Chancellor of the Municipal Colleges. Everett, speaking before the National Press, said the Lascu College Democratic Club Conference that such a Research Center serve New York City by aiding scholarly study of gow-

right reform in the City, would also act as an "infor-
mal clearing house" and allow research by faculty to be put to use, only the City's problem," he said. services of the Center would be beneficial, according to him. Besides stimulating in-
the city government, rec-
the hole could be utilized in city. "Lastly, it would en-
lighten public employment in the City,"

-"by Dep't of Student Life

left-Wing Political Domination charged by Young Democrats

A letter to its membership, the President of the Young

organization is known to exist.

Other reaction to the Muslim

"I would still recommend a vol-

what it to do something that would feel me directly.

Based on whether the list-

ies and the words of theophiles at the

Religious Groups Form A Council

The College's four religious groups have joined together to form a campus Council for Religious Forums.

The Council, initiated Thursday, is the end product of the collective endeavors of Hillel, the Christian Association, the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship and the Newman Club to devise a plan by which students could form and better relations among the groups can be fostered," according to Elliot Levi, Hillel President.

Mr. William Martineau of Ford-
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AN OP SURVEY

Greater NAACP Militancy Urged By Negro Students at the College

By GRACE FISCHER

Negro students at the College favor a more militant approach to integration than is presently being pursued by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), an Opinion Poll survey indicated Monday.

The students were questioned after Thursday's well-attended debate between Muslim Minister Malcolm X of "prophet" Elijah Muhammad's Temple of Islam, and the NAACP National Youth Secretary Herbert Wright on "Separation or Integration." Of the twenty-four Negro students questioned, nearly three-fourths strongly criticized NAACP for not being militant enough.

More than half of the students, however, said they supported the national integration organization over those of the extreme Mal group which advoca-

self-imposed separation." As one sophomore expressed it, "I'd rather wait for integration than separate."

Twelve students felt that the NAACP is neglecting Northern
Dear Editor:

I have been very amused by the "cafeteria conferences" currently being conducted, because of a glaring absence of criticism about North Campus cafeteria. Either one believes that the North Campus cafeteria is in just as salubrious a condition as the South.

The first striking contrast between the two cafeterias is the lighting, lighting, alluringness, alluringness, in the North. The seating arrangement also produces many discomforts not found in the South Cafeteria. Rows of chairs are so close to each other that for a person to get out of his seat one must walk over books, attaché cases, and feet in order to "escape" from a cafeteria table. Also, a new type Burn's guard, female in gender, is continuously clamoring for students to get out of the aisles. (At most, 8 people can sit at any one table and if perhaps a ninth and a tenth, he would have to sit in the aisle.) In no way is the cafeteria food line any different from the food-lines sometimes last 10 or 15 minutes.

It is my opinion, that if some North campus students were at the conference dealing with cafeterias, then the cafeterias would have been mentioned or done in regards to the dreary North cafeteria. I also feel that the North campus student is just as much responsible for the South of the Campus cafeteria.

Ted Sweeney
Editor-in-Chief
Tech News

Oppoll...

(Continued From Page 1)

them (the students at the College) people of a certain age, right here.

"We ought to start a peace corps of our own, right here," he declared.

In this connection Mr. Wright urged students at the College, both Negro and white, to aid Negroes in the immediate neighborhood where unemployment is causing great discouragement.

He suggested investigating the percentage of Negroes employed in the Negro community, and then discuss a plan as to how high they are able to rise.

Robert Hill, President of the College's chapter of NAACP declared that his group "will definitely be more militant in the future than ever before.

He observed that the Muslim movement is "gal-sweignificant to the Negro because if there will be some effect on the NAACP in making it more militant.

At present, the membership of the College's NAACP group is roughly percent Negro. HilR said: "We want to encourage more while students to participate." This situation is the result of the use of "white terms" when the group was largely composed of white students.

In the past the students quizzed found Mr. Malcolm X's extreme views unacceptable, many if his emotional appeal was strong. "He awakens people to a problem which they thought was being ignored," a student said. "Maybe the problem isn't being solved as easily as they thought."

Who's the Fool?

The following is a quote from The Campus, Wednesday, March 1, 1961:

"The [student activities] files are available only to FBI officers, US Army and Naval Intelligence officers and other government security investigators, according to Dr. Gallagher.

The following is a quote from Observation Post, Friday, April 1, 1960:

The records have only gone to the most secure and most searching groups such as the US Army and Navy Intelligence Services, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, state agencies, and other groups such as General Electric and Bell Telephone which he dreamed in need," he [Dean James S. Peace] declared.

Apparently, it has happened here.

Med School

Medical School admission and application procedures will be discussed tomorrow by Professor H. Herbert Johnson (Biology), who is chairman of the Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental Committee. The lecture will be delivered at 12:30 PM in the Townsend Harris Auditorium.

GERMAN GLEK CLUB

Will present Professor Robert Wenzel, who will discuss various aspects of the German language and literature. The German Club will meet in Room 114 Wagner at 12:15 PM.

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Will hold a business meeting in Room 503 Shepard. All officers will meet and announce time and location. The AMS will meet in Room 144 Shepard at 11:45 AM.

HOUSE PLAN

Will present a house debate discussion on "How do you choose a mate?" today at 5 PM in Room 117 Fisher.

ITALIAN CLUB

Will meet in Room 707 Harris. Freshmen refreshments will be served.

JOURNAL OF SOCIAL STUDIES WASHINGTON DC

L'ECOLE FRANCAIS DC NUC

Will present a program of French folk-song in Room 18 Waters today at 7:15 PM.

PROMOTION

Will meet in Room 417 Fisher. Freshman refreshments will be served.

PHYSICS SOCIETY

Will present Professor D. R. Brown, discussing "Graduate Schools and Job Opportunities," to the Physics Club. The meeting will be held in Room 207 Harris today at 12 Noon.

ACADEMIC MANAGER

Will hold an organizational meeting in Room 127 Shepard at 12:15 PM.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Will present Dr. Jay C. Smith, speaking on "Pacific Northwest Wildlife," to the Biological Society. The meeting will be held in Room 101 Plant Hall today at 1 PM.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Will present Dr. Alfred E. Smith, speaking on "The Physiology of the Permeable Cuticle;" to the Biological Society. The meeting will be held in Room 101 Plant Hall today at 1 PM.

CONTINUATION FROM PAGE 1

"Our university will play a major role in the contribution to the development of the nation's economic growth," said President Hill. "Our contributions will be made in the fields of science, engineering, and education.

The "Hoarse Committee on Un-American Activities" and the "United Nations Role in the Congo" are both scheduled to be discussed.

"The University Bill was unanimously passed in the House of Representatives and sent to the Senate, and it is expected to become law in the near future. The bill will provide increased funding for educational institutions and will help them to meet the growing demand for educational services.

"The bill will also provide for the establishment of a national system of higher education, which will ensure that all Americans have access to quality education.

"The bill also includes provisions for the expansion of research and development programs, which will help to promote economic growth and enhance the nation's competitiveness in the global market.

"The bill is significant because it recognizes the importance of education in shaping the future of the nation. It is a step forward in ensuring that all Americans have the opportunity to receive a quality education and contribute to the country's economic growth.

"I am confident that the bill will be successfully enacted, and it will have a positive impact on the future of the nation. Together, we can create a brighter future for all Americans."
Ray Bolger would have had a great time at Pi 22 last Saturday night. But, unfortunately, he wasn't there. James Bolger, Ray Bolger's son, told the NAACP Comedy Society's production of "Where's Charley?" a play he so successfully acted in many years ago.

But despite the absence of Mr. Bolger (and the kiddies who normally inhabit the small but double-layered auditorium), the play was enormously funny. This was due not only to the inherently funny lines, but also in great part to the well-cast performers who ran through the story with only a few minor variations and mishaps.

The elusive Charley Wykeham, comically portrayed by Danny Waisman, had a fine, but at times precarious time doubling as his aunt, the wealthy Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez. For in order to woo their respective sweethearts in these, the prim days of 1892 at Oxford University, Charley and his roommate had to have a chaperone. And since Donna Lucia hadn't as yet come, Charley took advantage of a long black dress he had, and took her place.

This led to more complications than poor Charley ever imagined. Because instead of being left peacefully alone to pursue Amy, his lovely girl friend, he found himself being pursued (literally?) by two middle-aged men, driven more by their love of money than by affection for this odd-looking "woman."

At one moment, Charley was the little, croaky-voiced gray-haired lady (wigs will do wonders!) and the next, the boyish and rather forward young college man. To further confuse matters, the "real" Donna Lucia appeared. Following several comic sequences and climaxed by a grand dance, the true identity of Charley's aunt became known.

The poor, befuddled Amy Spettigue who was trying to assure herself of Charley's love despite his weird Jekyll and Hyde personality, was vivaciously portrayed by Vivien Leventhal. Although she was confident of Charley when he was around, she obviously still had some doubts as she cleverly sang, "The Woman in His Room." Just what was that husky's sexy picture doing in Charley's bedroom, but... "perhaps she is his sister," Amy feebly rationalized.

Michael Katz handed in a second job as producer as well as an able portrayal of Jack Chesney, Charley's friend and cohort. As Charley's "straight man" he is a titled, but poor fellow with whom the audience can sympathize. Yet there was little time for sympathy when his love for the pretty Kitty Verdun was concerned. Jack and Kitty, who was sweetly played by red-haired Carole Fox, discover their love for each other during Act One. Their rendition of "My Darling, My Darling" was very tenderly done, but unfortunately difficult to hear at times.

With all this young love about there must of course be a villain. This bill was hilariously filled by Paul Blake as the Mad-Hatterish Mr. Spettigue, Amy's uncle (poor girl) and "guardian" for both girls. In addition to his other preoccupations, this money-seeking Spettigue was looking for other women. This led to more complications than poor Charley ever imagined.

On the other side of the comical range was pompous and right-eous Sir Francis Chesney—Jack's father. George Jacoby as this middle-aged widower, moneyless but polished down to his gray flannel tails, did a good, although at times static characterization.

Paralleling Spettigue's romance, Sir Frances takes care of the "real" Donna Lucia when she finally arrives. Their duet, "Lovelier Than Ever," was one of the low points in the play, although we can be cheered by the fact that they lived happily ever after in the end. Judy Chase as the voluptuous Donna Lucia did a good job primarily in the acting role as the cooperative aunt who keeps "mum" until the final outcome is revealed.

Still-lipped Wilkinson (Ted Warnbrand) is to be commended on his performance above and beyond the call of batman. He kept to his frustrating task of picking up the continually falling scenery as stiff backed and composed as if he were pouring tea. Also to be mentioned in this scene is Spettigue whose ad lib (as he too picked up the scenery) were almost funnier than the script.

But the play's success wasn't due to the actors alone. In "Where's Charley?" music and dancing played important roles. The new addition of a twenty-piece orchestra to play the very familiar and humable tunes, was a wonderful boost to the play's general atmosphere. And the dancing was superb. Perhaps the best scene was "Pemambuco" an effective re-creation of the music, with the cast of the play lovingly bringing the exotic play of the lighting. Reggie Axelrod was outstanding in this scene.

In a previous scene, Susan Waisman, the wife of Mr. Waisman, shows her remarkable dancing ability in "The New Ashmolean," a very gay routine in which a large number of the cast's members participated. Special notice should also be given to the Katey's group dance, which in its combination was a most a finely cast and added much to the play's flavor.

This had been the second performance in a series of three. "If you liked it," Dick Nagel, the director, advised, call up a friend and tell him to come on Sunday. But if you disliked it, call up an enemy to get even!" he slyly added.

I doubt if many enemies came the next day.
Borah to Meet East's Best In Cleveland Over Weekend

At 2 PM tomorrow afternoon two men, one youthful, the other middle-aged, will board an American Airlines plane at Laguardia Airport carrying for a fate which will rest upon the broad shoulders of the younger.

Dave Borah, the College wrestler who came into his own as a genuine star in last weekend’s Metropolitan Championships, will face the most difficult test of his career this weekend in an Eastern Invitation Meet at Cleveland’s Case Institute.

Dave is realistic, yet fairly confident regarding his chances this weekend. "If my win in the Meet has given me a lot more confidence in myself, I don’t know who I’ll be facing at Case, but I think that with the coach there with me, my showing will be that much better," have explained.

Sapora cited Dave’s new-born confidence as an important factor which can help him gain some measure of success in Cleveland. "I really felt good for Dave there Saturday. He’ll really be up for the competition in Cleveland, and I know he won’t let me down," the coach stated.

Borah and Sapora learned of the invitation minutes after Saturday evening’s festivities were concluded.

The meet at Case had been in the works for a long while, but until Borah won his Met title, no one from the College was expected to make the jaunt to Cleveland.

The Lavender matmen made up their fifth, equalling the previous 137-pound crown, he defeated C.W. Post’s J.C. Servnek in his first

It took Borah no more than two minutes to dispose of Servnek by fourth place finish, just four points out of second place.

En route to Borah’s coping the 137-pound crown, he defeated C.W. Post’s J.C. Servnek in his first.

It took Borah no more than two minutes to dispose of Servnek by fourth place finish, just four points out of second place.

En route to Borah’s coping the 137-pound crown, he defeated C.W. Post’s J.C. Servnek in his first.

Borah explained. A team that had posted an hor-

rific 6-14 record the season before defeated two metropolitan ti-

tans, the Municipal Cham-

pionship, and received a bid to the NCAA small-college tournament.

The star of the team was a 6-5 giant named Syd Levy. A pung-

ling off in his days at Boys High in Brooklyn, Levy developed under the expert tutelage of Nat Holman into one of the areas great big men. His 16-points-per-game led the team and enabled him to out-

stantly outplay the opposition,” better known centers.

At season’s end, Levy was re-

warded with a berth on the All-

City second team—in a year which saw individual stars playing for virtually every Met school.

But Levy was by no means the

whole show.

Also on hand were 5-9 Joe Bern-

rado, a clever field general and

ance on his way to shutting down the rest of the victors to think in

fut and ease the pressure over the usually tough Kings Pointers.

The netmen will open their sea-

son Wednesday, April 5, at Queens

College.

The netmen will open their sea-

son Wednesday, April 5, at Queens

College.

The miniscule mentor will be on board throughout the whole meet this weekend, in which some of the best small-colleges wrestlers from east coast of the Mississippi will take part.

Dave is realistic, yet fairly con-